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The Texas Racing Commission recently
sustained a setback in its efforts to implement
Instant Racing machines at the state’s
racetracks. Last November, Travis County
District Judge Lora Livingston ruled that the
Texas Racing Commission lacked the authority
to allow the installation of historical racing
machines at Texas racetracks.[i] Livingston’s
ruling came just months after the Texas Racing Commission amended its rules to allow Instant
Racing machines at Texas horse and dog tracks.[ii]
The lawsuit challenging the Racing Commission’s efforts was brought by a coalition representing
charitable bingo halls. [iii]  Opponents of Instant Racing fear that this form of gambling would
make the charitable bingo halls virtually extinct.[iv] As noted by Steve Bresnen, a spokesman for the
coalition, “Had these slot machines been allowed to be implemented bingo would have been
devastated.”[v]
However, proponents of this new form of gambling view this as a way to revive the struggling horse
racing industry and compete with out-of-state tracks that offer casinos.[vi] It comes as no surprise to
learn that Judge Livingston’s ruling disappointed those in favor of Instant Racing. Sam Houston
Race Park CEO Andrea Young stated, “Today’s decision is a blow to the Texas horse industry and to
the thousands of hardworking horse men and women.”[vii]
In a general sense, Instant Racing is a form of wagering in which the bettor wagers on a horse race
that was previously run at an approved racing facility.[viii] Bettors insert money into the Instant
Racing terminal and then select a horse identified by a number.[ix] Bettors are not given the time,
place, or identity of the horse and are instead restricted to “minimal statistical data.”[x]
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Texas isn’t the only state currently entangled in Instant Racing litigation, as Nebraska, Kentucky,
Wyoming, and Oregon are all awaiting final orders from their respective courts as to whether this
method of gambling is permitted.[xi] In a ruling that contrasts with the Texas District Court, the
Supreme Court of Kentucky recently held that the Kentucky Horse Racing Commission does have
the statutory authority to regulate the operation of pari-mutuel wagering on historic horse racing.
[xii] However, the case is still pending as it was remanded to the Franklin Circuit Court to
determine whether or not Instant Racing is a true form of pari-mutuel wagering.[xiii]
The horse industry is experiencing a steady decline in both interest and revenue.[xiv] From 2002 to
2010 wagering revenue on thoroughbred racing in the United States declined from $15 billion to
$11 billion.[xv] Instant Racing is a way to remedy this freefall by reviving the interest of old bettors
while simultaneously attracting and acquiring new bettors through an innovative form of horse
racing.
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